
CS 520

Fall 2011

Midterm Exam

You have 75 minutes. All problem parts (1a, 2b, etc.) count equally. Please indicate the
reasoning behind your answers. Results from lectures, readings, and homework may be
used without proof. Remember that you will be graded on correctness and clarity.

1. For a language L, let PREFIX(L) = {x : for some y, xy ∈ L}.

a) Give a regular expression for PREFIX((abc)∗).

b) Using induction on regular expressions, prove that when L is regular, so is PREFIX(L).
(Note: we proved this in class using automata.)

c) Is the converse true? That is, if PREFIX(L) is regular, must L be?

2. For this problem, we define remainders so that 0 ≤ u mod v < v. The quotient is
u div v = (u− (u mod v))/v = ⌊u/v⌋.

Classify the following languages as: i) regular, ii) not regular but recursive; iii) not recur-
sive. (Remember that recursive means decidable.) Give reasons for your choices.

a) {ambn : m mod 2 = n mod 2}

b) {ambn : m div 2 = n div 2}.

3. Let L be the set of decimal numbers divisible by 3. For this problem, negative numbers
are not allowed, but we do allow leading 0’s, so that 10, 010, 0010 all denote the same
number. We learned in school how to recognize L.

a) Give full specifications for a DFA that accepts L. The following tabular format is
recommended for transitions:

state symbols new state

q a, b r
c, d, e, f s

t g, h, i u

etc.

b) What are the equivalence classes of ≡L? You should prove that strings you deem
equivalent or inequivalent are indeed so.

c) Based on this information, can your DFA for a) be replaced by one with a smaller
number of states?

4.

a) Draw the diagram for an NFA M that accepts L = {a, b}∗b{a, b}2.

b) Enumerate subsets of the state set of M , to find a DFA that accepts L.
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